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Today Mr.Shougo volunteer to take us to Yanagawa and 

Dazaifu. He came to take us at Neko Guesthouse to Tenjin station. 

We met new friends here Ms.Momoe and Ms.Iri . We receive ticket 

pass from Mr.Shougo that can use for transportation round-trip,  

shuttle bus ,cruise in the river and Unagi(Lunch) . First, we went to 

Yanagawa to cruise in the river. After this, we ate Unagi (Bamboo-

steamed eel) at Unagi Seiro Mushi. River in Yanagawa look very clear 

I think this is good than my country. While we on the boat, Sailor will 

point and tell us the history here and sing a song too. Unagi is very 

delicious .It seem Unagi is very famous food here. I would love it. 

Then we went to Dazaifu. I used to read on the internet that there is 

top 10 most beautiful Starbuck shops here. Second ,We went to 

Dazaifu Tenmangu Shirne. This place is famous about Learning. 

People came to pray for their learning or pass the examination.    
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Ms.Momoe and Ms.Iri teach us How to pray in Shrine 

1. Wash the left hand then right hand  

2. Put coin in to the box and make wishes 

3. Clap hand twice then pray 

4. Bow  

We walked pass Starbuck Dazaifu. It quite beautiful than I think . 

Mr.shougo presented us about Umegae-mochi that made from rice 

with red bean. I eat while it hot and it very delicious if have some 

coffee or tea wow fantastic!!!   

 The last place is Komyozenji Temple. View inside is very wonderful.It 

is zen style garden. Then we walked to station for catch the train 

back to Yatai in the evening.Ms.Iri was tried so she came back to her 

home and Mr.Yuta come to joined with us. I love Yatai very 

much.You can hang out with your friends surrounded by good air 

that nearby the river. 
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I think this is place that if I come back to Fukuoka I will come to this 

place again. Around Yatai you can see good view while eat food like 

Yakitori , Ramen , Oden and drinks. I ate Yaki-ramen. This is first time 

I saw and taste it. Today I really enjoyed and have many impressive . 

  


